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EXISTENCE OF BEST M-TERM APPROXIMATION 
P. W OJTASZCZYK * 

Abstract: We discuss the st.ructure of the sets where the best m-t.erm approximation with 
respect to a natural biorthogonal system is attained. 
Keywords: biorthogonal system, m -term approximation. 

In this paper we will discuss existence of the best m-term approximation in the 
framework of natural biorthogonal systems in a Banach space X . Let us recall that 
a countable system of vectors <I>= (xn, x:'.)nEA C Xx X* is called a biorthogonal 
system if for n, m E A we have 

{
1 ifn=m 

x:(xm) = O 'f _/.. 1 n,m. 

Such a system is called natural (c.f. [3]) if 

0 < inf llxnll ~ sup llxnll < oo 
nEA nEA 

0 < inf llx:11 ~ sup llx:11 < oo 
nEA nEA 

span{ Xn}nEA = X. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Let us introduce some notation: For B C A we put X ( B) = span { Xn }nE B. For 
m = 1, 2, ... we put Em UIBl=m X(B). For x EX and m 1, 2, ... we put 

am(x) inf{llx - YII : YE Em}, (5) 

and 
Pm(x) = {y E Em : llx YII = am(x)}. (6) 

A system such that Pm(x) =f: 0 for all x EX and m = 1, 2, ... we will call 
an existence system. 
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Let us now discuss the question of existence of best m-term approximation 
i.e. the question when 'Pm(x) # 0 for all x E X and m 1, 2, .... This question 
in a more general context motivated by the case of classical algebraic polynomials 
was investigated by B. Baishanski in [l]. Some isolated results we obtained in our 
context in [2] and [4, Prop. 7]. We will show that the arguments of Baishanski 
cover all cases considered so far. Let us present with the proof Theorem 1 from 
[1] in our context. 

Theorem 1 ([I]). Let (xn, x:)nEA be a natural biorthogonal system in X. As
sume that there exists a subspace Y C X* such that 

1. Y is norming i.e. for all x E X 

sup{ly(x)I : y E Y and IIYII ~ 1} llxll 

2. for every y E Y we have limn-.oo y(xn) = 0 
Then Pm(x) cf 0 for each x EX and m = 1, 2, .... 

(7) 

Proof. Let us take Zn E X(An) with jAnl = m such that llx - Znll - am(x). 
Passing to a subsequence if necessary we can assume that Zn z;; + z;; where 
B C A satisfies IBI ~ m, z;; E X(B) and z;; converges in norm to certain 
z8 E X ( B); moreover z;; E X ( Bn) where Bn 's are disjoint and all are disjoint 
from B. Put z x z 8 , we clearly have limn-+oo llz z;;II am(x). Now let us 
fix f. > 0 and y E Y such that y(z) ;;;,, llzll - f. and IIYII 1. From our assumption 
we infer that y(z;;) -;. 0 so also y(z z;;) - y(z) ;;;, llzll - f.. From this (since f. 

can be arbitrarily small) we infer that 

lim inf llz - z;;II ;;;, llzl! ;;;: am(x). n-+oo (8) 

On the other hand 

llz - z;;II llx - z8 
- z;:11 llx - z;; - z;; + z! - z8 II 

~ llz - z;;II + llz;; - z8 II 

so 

lim sup l!z - z;;II ~ am(x). (9) 
n->oo 

From (8) and (9) we see that 

lim llz - z;:11 llzl! = am(x) n-+oo 

which shows that z 8 E 'Pm(x). • 
From this Theorem we easily obtain some useful corollaries. 

I 
__.,ii 
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Corollary 1. Every natural biorthogonal system in a reflexive space is an exis
tence system. 

Proof. Take Y X*. • 
Corollary 2. Let (xn, x~) be a natural system. Suppose that there exists a 
sequence of norm 1 linear operators Tn : X ---t X such that 

T~(X*) Cspan { x:'i,}nEA 

Tn(x) ---t x for all x E X. 

(10) 

(11) 

In particular we can assume that (xn) is a monotone basis. Then (xn)nEA is the 
existence system. 

Proof. It suffices to show that Y span { Xn}nEA is norming. Given x E X take 
x* EX* such that llx*II 1 and x*(x) llxll. Given E > 0 using (11) we find n 
such that IITn(x) - xii ~ E so x*(Tnx) = T.,:(x*)(x) ~ llxll - E. But now we see 
that IIT.,:(x*)II ~ 1 and from (10) we infer that T.,:(x*) E Y so Y is norming. • 
Remark. Corollary 1 shows in particular that all natural biorthogonal systems 
in L11 with 1 < p < oo are existence systems. We can also apply Theorem 1 to 
many concrete systems in L1 or C(K) type spaces. Taking as Y = C[O, 1] we see 
that Haar, Franklin, Walsh, trigonometric and many other properly normalized 
orthogonal systems are existence systems in L1[0, 1]. Analogously taking Y 
Co(lR) we get that good wavelet bases are existence systems in L1 (JR). Also 
taking Y Li[O, 1] we see that trigonometric system and Franklin system are 
existence systems in C[O, l] while Haar and Walsh systems are existence systems 
in their sup closures. 

Example. The above observations and results may suggest that Theorem 1 gives 
an answer in all possible cases. This is not so. Let us consider the summing basis 
in Co i.e. the system of vectors Vn = I:;=l ej where ( e1 )~1 are unite vectors in 
Co. As is well known this is a basis in Co and biorthogonal functionals are given 
as v: = e:i, e:i.+1 for n = 1, 2, .... If a functional 'PE f1 = Co satisfies condition 
2. of Theorem 1 then clearly 

00 

(12) 

but the subspace Y C f 1 of all 'P E f 1 satisfying (12) is not norming. Moreover 
it has codimension 1 so the only bigger subspace is the whole f1 which is clearly 
norming but does not satisfy 2. So we cannot apply Theorem 1 to the summing 
basis. On the other hand we can show directly that the summing basis in Co is the 
existence system. To see it observe that in this case :Em consists of null sequences 
which have at most m jumps. Assume now that for some x E Co we have a 
sequence Zn E :Em such that llx - znll ---. am(x). Passing to a subsequence we 
may assume that Zn converges coordinatewise to a bounded sequence z. Clearly 
llx - zll= am(x) and if z E Co then it can have at most m jumps and we see 
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that am(x) is attained. If however z 'f. Co then it must be eventually constant 
and have at most m 1 jumps. So let us fix M so big that Zj = o: -/- 0 and 
lxil < 11 max(am(x), jo:I) for j ) M. We define z' (z.1) by the conditions 
z.i = Zj for j :;;;; M and zj O for j > M . Then z' has at most m jumps so is in 
I:m and one easily checks that !Ix - z'II = !Ix - z!I am(x). 

Our next observations deal with the structure of the sets Pm(x). 

Proposition 1. If (xn, x;,,)nEA is a natural biorthogonal system then for each 
x EX and m 1, 2, ... the set Pm(x) is closed. The set Pm(x) is finite for each 
x E X if and only if each subspace X(B) for !Bl m is a Chebyshev subspace 
of X. 

Proof. To show that Pm(x) is closed let us take Zn E Pm(x) convergent to z. 
Obviously llx - zll = am(x), so we have to show that z E I:m, We can repeat 
the argument in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 and assume that 
Zn = z;; + z;;- where all z;; E X (B) for a fixed B with IBI ::;; m and z;; converge 
to zB E X ( B). From this we infer that z;;- is also a convergent sequence. Since 
they belong to X(Bn) for disjoint Bn's and the system is natural we infer that 
z;;- converges to O. This gives that z = zB. 

Now assume that all spaces X{B) with !Bl= m are Chebyshev subspaces. 
To see that Pm(x) is finite we assume to the contrary that there are distinct 
points Zn E Pm(x) and repeat the proof of Theorem 1 (clearly llx - znll = am(x) 
for all n so we can do it). To reach the contradiction we observe that zB E 
X(B) C X(B U Bn) C I:m and Zn E X(B U Bn), thus both zB and Zn are best 
approximations to x in a Chebyshev subspace X(B U Bn). 

Now if X(Bo) with IBol m is not Chebyshev then we can find xo EX 
such that 

V =: {z E X(Bo) : llxo - zll = dist(xo, X(Bo)} 

is infinite. We consider points X>. = xo + A LjEBo x1 for ,\ E IR. Clearly 
dist(x>., X(Bo)) dist(x0 , X(Bo)) for all ,\ E IR and the set 

{z E X(Bo) : llz - X>.11 dist{x>., X(Bo))} 

is infinite. But for any B' -/- Bo a subset of A with IB'I m we may fix 
n E Bo \ B' and get 

dist(x>.,X(B'))) llx;,,ll- 1 lx:(x>.)I 

) l!x;,,11- 1 (1-\I - max lx;(xo)I). 
3EB0 

Since our biorthogonal system is natural we infer that for sufficiently big ,\ we 
have dist(x>., X{B')) > 2dist(x>., X (Bo)) for all B' CA with IB'I = m. Thus for 
such ,\ we have 

Pm(x>.) {z E X(Bo) : llx>. - zll = dist(x>.,X(Bo))} 

~is~~- • 
Now we want to present an example of an unconditional basis which is not 

an existence system. 
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Theorem 2. There exists an equivalent norm 111-111 on f 1 such that the unit vector 
basis is not an existence system in ( £ 1, JI 1-11 I) . 

Proof. The unit vector basis in f.1 will be as usual denoted by (en)~=l. Let us 
fix two parameters a, f3 > 0 such that 

1 
3 < a - f3 < 1 and a > 1 (13) 

and define the closed convex body B~ C £1 as a closed convex hull of the set 

where 

(15) 

Clearly B1,1 C Bg C max(2, 2o.+ f3)Be 1 • We define 111-111 as a Minkowski functional 
of B~; it is an equivalent norm. Explicitly 

ll lxll I inf(L)Yzl : x L "YzZ }. (16) 
zE23 

First let us observe that 

(17) 

Writing ae1 + be2 as a linear combination of e1 + e2 and e1 - e2 we see that 
11 iae1 + be2 II I ::;;: max(jal, lbl). To see the other inequality let us consider the 
functional 'Pl = e! - e3 - e4 ... which is clearly continuous on £1 Since 

ip1(e1+e2)=ip1(e1-e2) 1 

'P1(en) 1 for n ~ 3 
1 

l'P1(Yn)I = l(o. -) - .Bl < 1 
n 

We see that lll'P1III 1. But tp1(ae1 +be2) a so H!ae1 +be2III ~Jal. Considering 
analogously the functional ({)2 = e2 - e2 - e: - ... we get II iae1 + be2II I ~ lbl. 

Now we will calculate u1 ( e1 + e2) and show that it is not attained. From 
(17) we infer that 

(18) 

Now we look at lll(e1 + e2) - Aenlll for n ~ 3. Writing 

1 /3 
(e1 + e2) -Aen = --1 Yn +(A+ --1 )en 

a-- a--n n 
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we get 
1 /3 

lll(e1 + e2) - Aenlll::;; ja _ ¾I +IA+ 
0 

_ n I-

Taking the infimum over A ER we get 

Actually we want to show 

To see it we write and analyze an arbitrary combination 

(19) 

(20) 

(e1 + e2) - Aen A(e1 + e2) + B(e1 - e2) + L Ckek + L DkYk· (21) 
k~3 k~3 

First we note that B = 0 since the rest of the combination gives equal coefficients 
at e1 and e2 and the left hand side also has those coefficients equal. 

If for k i= n we have Ck i= 0 then Dk -¼Ck because those are the only 
places where ek appears. Now we replace the combination (21) by the combination 
where both Ck and Dk are zero. This diminishes the sum of absolute values of 
coefficients by ICkl + IDkl = (1 + })ICkl. However to preserve the equality we 

have to add Dk ( a - ¼) to A. The resulting combination will have smaller sum of 
absolute values of coefficients because 

So we infer that the optimal combination has to have the form 

so 

1 
A+ D(a - -) = 1 

n 
C+D/3= -A 

To minimize IAI + IBI + ICI we use (24) and (25) and write 

1 
IDI + 11- D(a - -)I+ I>-+ f3DI. 

n 
IAI + IBI + ICI = ip(D) 

(24) 

(25) 



Clearly ip(D) is a positive, 
D 0, D = -~, D 
to look at 
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continuous piecewise linear function with nodes at 
, so its infimum is attained at nodes. Thus we have 

if min(l + l-\1), (l~I + 11 + ~(a - ~)I), (la~ ¼I+ I,\+ a~ n I). (26) 

We change the order of inf and min and we look at three infima of positive, 
continuous piecewise linear functions of ,\. We get 

so clearly the inf in (26) equals la - ¼l-1 and we have (20). Since a-1(e1 + e2) = 
infn inf>. 111( e1 + e2) - Aen 111 we see from (18) and (20) that 0-1 ( e1 + e2) ¼ and 
is not attained. • 
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